
SPECIFIC PROMOTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS

FOR GOLDENWEEK CASHBACK PROMOTION

The Golden Week Cashback Promotion (the Promotion) is provided by Titan FX Limited

and Titan Markets, trading under Titan FX, to its clients. By participating in this promotion,

the clients hereby acknowledge, confirm and accept to be bound by the following terms

and by Titan FX Limited’s Terms and Conditions. .

Promotion overview

This promotion is open to all eligible clients to receive a fixed per lot cashback amount for

eligible Gold trades during the promotion period of 2024 April 22th 00:00 GMT+3 to May

3rd 23:55 GMT+3 (end of the Promotion).

1. Qualifications

1.1. The client must register for the Promotion in their Client Cabinet and select

their main Promotion account. Registration for the promotion opens on

2024 April 8th 00:00 GMT+3 and is open until the end of the Promotion.

1.2. The client must meet the net deposit requirements (see table below) to be

eligible for cashback.

Net deposit requirements in account currency

Currency USD JPY EUR AUD SGD

Bronze 250 35,000 230 400 350

Silver 1,000 140,000 900 1,500 1,400

Gold 5,000 700,000 4600 7,500 6,800

1.3. Net deposit requirements:
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1.3.1. The client’s net deposits are the sum of all deposits minus all

withdrawals in all their accounts between registering for the

Promotion and the end of the Promotion period.

1.3.2. Net deposits are calculated in the currency of the client’s chosen

main Promotion account. If the client makes deposits or

withdrawals into/from other accounts that have a different account

currency, the current exchange rate is used to convert the deposit or

withdrawal into the Promotion account currency.

1.3.3. Withdrawals of only trading profit earned from trades that were

opened after the client registered for the Promotion and closed

before the end of the Promotion will not be subtracted from the net

deposits.

1.3.4. If the client withdraws more than their trading profit or a portion or

all of their deposited amount at any time during the Promotion

window, this may decrease their net deposit amount which may

result in the participant being ineligible to participate further in the

Promotion.

2. Cashback calculation

2.1. Only trades made within the Promotion period (2024 April 22th 00:00

GMT+3 to May 3rd 23:55 GMT+3) are eligible for cashback.

2.2. Cashback amount is calculated by multiplying the number of qualifying lots

by cashback amount per lot (see table below).

Cashback amount per lot in account currency
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SD and BD accounts

Currency USD JPY EUR AUD SGD

Bronze 3 450 2.5 4.5 4

Silver 4 600 3.5 6 5

Gold 5 750 4.5 7.5 6.5

Micro account Gold

Currency USD JPY EUR AUD SGD

Bronze 0.3 45 0.25 0.45 0.4

Silver 0.4 60 0.35 0.6 0.5

Gold 0.5 75 0.45 0.75 0.65

2.3. Cashback will only be paid if a minimum of 1 lot in Gold is traded on a

Standard or Blade account OR if a minimum of 10 lots are traded in Gold on

a Micro account during the promotion period.

2.4. The amount of traded lots is summed up across trades (e.g. if a client

opened one 1.5 lot trade, and one 0.5 lot trade, the cashback will be

calculated for 2 lots).

2.5. The amount of traded lots of different eligible instruments is summed up

(e.g. if a client traded 1.5 lots XAUUSD and 0.5 lots XAUEUR, the cashback

will be calculated for 2 lots).

2.6. The cashback will be calculated in the currency of the main Promotion

account and deposited into this account. Check our website for expected

timing.
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2.7. The client receives cashback based on the Tier their current net deposit

qualifies them for. Withdrawals in excess of earned profit might decrease

the Tier.

2.8. The cashback is calculated in the currency of the Main cashback account

and deposited into this account twice a week.

3. Trade and account eligibility

3.1. This Promotion is applicable to all live Titan FX accounts.

3.2. Both new and existing clients are eligible to participate.

3.3. This Promotion is applicable to Gold instruments only (XAUAUD, XAUCHF,

XAUEUR, XAUGBP, XAUJPY, XAUUSD, XAUUSD-m).

3.4. Only trades that are open for more than 2 minutes will be eligible to receive

cashback.

3.5. Only trades that have been opened in the Promotion window are eligible

trades.

4. Fraudulent activity

4.1. Titan FX at its sole discretion can exclude a client from participating in this

Promotion:

4.1.1. if a client is suspected of fraudulent activity; and/or

4.1.2. and/or a client has not acted in good faith; and/or

4.1.3. and/or an action by a client is found to be in violation of these terms

or Titan FX’s Terms and Conditions ; and/or

4.1.4. if a client submits false ID documents and phone number for the

verification procedure.

5. General conditions and warranties

5.1. In participating in this Promotion, the client agrees to be bound by these

terms and Titan FX’s Terms and Conditions.
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5.2. The client agrees that Titan FX has the right to alter, update or cancel this

Promotion at any time without any prior notice or justification to the client.

5.3. The client agrees that Titan FX will not be held responsible for any

consequences resulting from any alteration, update or cancellation of this

Promotion.

5.4. Titan FX reserves the right to refuse offering this Promotion at its sole

discretion without prior notification or justification.

5.5. Titan FX will not be liable for any adverse effects where an account has

open positions or floating profit/loss which results in the Promotion being

removed for any reason.

5.6. New accounts are subject to approval as per Titan FX’s Terms and

Conditions. This Promotion is not an offer to any person to whom it would

not be lawful.

5.7. This Promotion shall not encourage clients to trade in a manner

inconsistent with their trading comfort level. Clients should seek

independent advice if necessary.

5.8. By participating in this Promotion, you consent to your personal data being

collected, processed, and used by Titan FX for marketing and promotional

purposes.

5.9. Titan FX will not be liable for any loss, costs, expense or damage suffered in

connection with this Promotion.

5.10. Any dispute will be resolved by Titan FX in a fair manner.

5.11. If these terms are translated in another language other than English, the

English version of these terms is the official version and shall prevail in

case of inconsistency.
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If you have any questions regarding this Promotion, please contact us at

support@titanfx.com or support.jp@titanfx.com
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